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Eddy Lite
Art conservation is a growing concern, and many different techniques for inspecting art are being developed.
However, there are surprisingly few ways to efficiently inspect metal art pieces.
That is why we are taking steps to develop the Eddy Lite: a device that can run high‐resolution scans to inspect
metal art pieces using an automated mechanical arm. These scans are performed using an electromagnet. This
is called Eddy current testing (ECT) and is a non‐intrusive technique. These scans can reveal damage and defects,
in and below the surface of metal objects. This information can then be used by art conservators to give art
pieces the best treatment.
Working on this idea are Samuel Gibbs, Rosalie Klarenberg and Sjoerd van der Heijden, three Physics Master
students from the VU and UvA. We hope that the Eddy Lite will be able to aid in the conservation of art, so that
future generations can still enjoy the art we have today.

Sjoerd van der Heijden, Samuel Gibbs, Rosalie Klarenberg,
Students, University of Amsterdam
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Solar thermoelectric generator
Energy production, besides with environment care, are one of the most concerning issues for nowadays
society. The big challenge here is to find the most clean, efficient and cheaper energy source. Most of the
current technologies match with one or two, but not all of these properties. Particularly solar energy is maybe
one of the cleanest energy sources, nevertheless its high price and low efficiency make it not very competitive
in the global market.
Here we propose to build a thermoelectric
generator powered by concentrated solar
radiation that could reach a quite high
efficiency with a relatively low price.
What is the idea?
By means of a parabolic mirror the sun light is
concentrated in a small point and made pass
trough a small hole into a big closed cavity
keeping it inside. The radiant energy is trans‐
ferred to a water flow, heating it as much as
possible. Then this hot water is used to impulse
a thermal engine witch ultimately can generate
electric power. If properly constructed, this sys‐
tem could offer the highest efficiency among all
concentrated solar systems.

Solar Collector Prototype
Hole

Mirror

Coil

Sun tracking
sensor

Thermal Container

Adolfo Toloza, PhD in theoretical
physics, and I am in Amsterdam doing
a postdoctoral research about gravity
at University of Amsterdam.
My main interest is science, though I
am very concerned about the issue of
energy and environment, for this reason I would like to put my skills and
knowledge to the service of society
and the earth planet.
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Scientist Wanted
Scientific discoveries done in the past are crucial for our daily lives and have a large impact on our society. The
relevance of this is acknowledged by the large financial investments that are done by the Dutch government
each year into science. However,
the visibility of researchers and
the knowledge about their work is
disappointingly small compared
to the impact of the scientific
discoveries. We believe this is mainly
due to the fact that researchers who
can enthusiastically communicate
about their research and people who
are interested to give these people a
chance to present, have a hard time
finding each other. To overcome
this challenge, we want to create an
online platform where scientists
can present themselves and where
organizations can find a scientist that
fits their needs.
The online platform will consist of public profiles of researchers including keywords that describe their
preferences, as well as short video s in which the scientist presents him/herself. Event organizers can enter their
preferences in a search engine, or just scroll through the profiles presented on the website.
We believe that by direct contact of scientists with their audience, this platform can contribute to bringing
science and society closer to each other. But even more important, the platform is of benefit to scientists that
like to communicate to a general audience but had too little opportunities yet, as well as to organizers for whom
otherwise the threshold to invite a scientist would be too large.
We are three interdisciplinary neuroscientists with an interest in public outreach, who encountered the issue
of finding the right scientist for the conference we were organizing. We were surprised to find that no platform
existed where scientists present themselves in a clear manner. This led us to develop such a platform, in which
easy access for both scientists and organizations should be the first priority. We thus offer not only an easy‐
access platform for organizations, but also a springboard for scientists to develop their communication skills
towards various audiences.

Amber Kerkhofs, Mirelle ter Veer,
Joshua Obermayer, Students,
Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam
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Toenie
Sometimes women are having their menstrual period and see this as a sign that they are not pregnant. They
are taking a urine test which gives a negative result. Yet it happens that women are pregnant and still having a
menstrual period. For absolute certainty they have to apply for a (costly and time‐consuming) blood test at the
doctor (sometimes after insisting on it several times).
Toenie: A combination of a sanitary napkin and a pregnancy test which has the ability to identify if you are
pregnant based on menstrual blood, will solve this problem.
Lastly I can offer organisations :awareness, knowledge and a niche/strategy

Stannise Irmana Renfurm, 25 years and living in Amsterdam. I love to eat, laugh,
be around my family and friends, fitness and helping in uplifting each other.
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PeelPioneers ‐ valorization of citrus peel waste
PeelPioneers has developed a bio‐refinery concept that turns citrus peel into valuable resources. In the
Netherlands alone 250 of million kilos of citrus peel are wasted every year, PeelPioneers can turn this “waste”
into: fragrances, fibre and food ingredients. These resources are the basis for circular products (soap, packaging
and cleaning products).
Sytze van Stempvoort (M.Sc. student Science,
Business and Innovation) founded PeelPioneers in
2016 and together with five other peel‐fanatics,
they process a few hundred kilos of orange peel
supplied from NS delivered by Van Gansewinkel on
a daily basis during March and April in Prodock.
Our ambition is to become the ‘Schillenboer’ of
the 21st century and no longer burn a wonderful
resource!

Sytze van Stempvoort, Student, Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam
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XASPect: A bench‐top X‐Ray Absorption Spectrometer
Imagine a machine that helps you see what everything around you is made of. But because this machine is so
expensive there only few of them in the world. Two limitations arise‐ a big price tag and a long waiting time. One
such exclusive technique in the chemical R&D is called XAS. Each time you rent time on this machine you spend
€10,000 and wait for weeks to get feedback.
As chemists we faced the same problem and ended up building a portable benchtop machine which does the
same. Our team consists of Prof. Dr. Moniek Tromp (inventor and technology lead), Monalisa Goswami (PhD,
Chemistry and technical sales) and Pokon Ganguli (MBA, strategist and finance lead). Located at Amsterdam
Science Park we are determined to unleash the potential of this one‐of‐its‐kind machine.

XASPect
A bench-top X-Ray Absorption Spectrometer
Science Park, Amsterdam 1098 XH

AMSIA 2017
The Problem

The Solution

The Market

---X-Ray absorption Spectroscopy
is currently an exclusive analytical
technique because of limited
number of facilities.
--- Industry currently pays 10k €+
per sample. Waiting times for
detailed analysis are long.
--- There is a need to make this
technique accessible to accelerate
research directed towards
sustainability.

--- A bench top version of the
same machine
--- A one-time investment instead
of paying per sample. No more
waiting for results.
--- Unlimited time to perform
analysis.
--- enables researchers to study
processes in real time.

--- R&D facilities, especially in oil
and petrochemicals,
automobiles, paints and
coatings, renewables, fuel cells
etc.
---Europe spent USD 8.4 bn in
R&D in 2016. Up to 10% was
spent on analytics alone.
--- Latent demand in the SME
sector for whom this technique
was so far not accessible

Go-To-market Strategy
--- Partner-up with instrument suppliers
and distributors (in a time-bound
manner).
--- Make agreements of exclusivity so the
design remains protected.
--- Partner up with designers for more
user-friendly versions.
--- Raise money to Market ready
versions.

Key Revenue streams
--- Sales of the machines.
--- Create a unique database of references by
collecting data from all new users for even faster
problem-solving.
---Special expertise and knowledge is often needed
to solve the ‘out of the ordinary’ chemical question
at hand. Provide consult and take part in problemsolving of the R&D industry.

Meet Us!
KEY PARTNERS

Moniek Tromp (Inventor Technology Lead)
Monalisa Goswami (PhD, sales and marketing)
Pokon Ganguli (MBA, strategist and Finance lead)
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‘Eror proof’‐ big data statistical consulting focused on data
veracity.
The emergence of big data has substantially changed the way businesses operate as it enabled them to rely
more heavily on data‐driven decisions.
However, while a lot of attention has been devoted to big data analysis not enough has been done to assure big
data veracity. This is a topic of extremely high importance, as erroneous input data, regardless of the accuracy
of the model, will result in biased and, thus, incorrect estimates and predictions.
Therefore, I propose setting up a specialized statistical consultancy consisting of Official Statistics experts and
academics whose work focuses on data quality and reliability and who will train and advise data scientists on
data veracity.
Having worked on the topic of measurement and linkage error in Official Statistics for almost two years as a
part of my PhD, I believe I have the right expertise, skills and professional network to set up such a consultancy.

Paulina Pankowska, PhD, Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam
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Automated jet engine inspection
Aiir Innovations develops intelligent software that automatically detects damages during jet engine inspections.
The software is trained on numerous examples and always keeps learning. It can be regarded as the ultimate
student: it is fast, consistent, doesn’t get tired and always learns. Helping speed up visual inspections drastically!
Our team consists of an Assistant Professor in Computer Vision and five Artificial Intelligence and Computer
Vision graduates. With our expertise in Computer Vision, Artificial Intelligence and Big Data, we can solve the
most challenging tasks!

Cassandra Loor, Steve Nowee, Bart Vredebregt, Miriam
Huijser, Fritjof Buettner, University of Amsterdam
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Findest: the R&D assistant
During Science, Business & Innovation (VU) we learned about the technology transfer gap. The goal of Findest
is to help the Netherlands close this gap at companies and become the most innovative country in the world.
Then, the Findest R&D‐assistant will grow internationally and aims at enabling 10.000 innovations before 2027.
During interviews with over a hundred Dutch R&D‐companies we learned that the current R&D‐search pro‐
cess is very traditional. Talking to colleagues, talking to suppliers, visiting conferences, reading some scientific
articles and briefly using search engines. Natural Language Processing techniques and other Artificial Intelligence
concepts provide great opportunity to speed up the technology search and validation process.
The Findest R&D‐assistant copies the Human Intelligent steps Roel and Vincent obtained during their studies
and at their previous job as nanotechnology consultants. By transferring the science based AI‐opportunities
for technical innovation we will together start multiplying the transfer of all other science fields for R&D and
innovation.
how

Findest
Why

what

Science to business for innovation

R&D assistant

In the previous jobs of the Findest owners as nanotechnology consultants they

Findest is building an online R &D assistant that is able to cover the search

spend up till 30% of their time reading and finding information about

activities for R&D, innovation and technological devel opments. To do so

technologies for clients. After a market study in over a hundred companies it

Findest uniquely integrates the engi neering design principles with artificial and

Worldwide k nowledge is stored in scientific papers,

was found that technology scouting and exploration for both R&D and

huma n intelligence. T he software allows R&D to organize and understand the

patents and millions of websites. Knowledge c oming from

innovation is happening in a traditional fashion, taking a lot of skill and time.

search question given by the user. T he algorithm uses this information to get

worldwide knowledge can enable real change. Solving the

Artificial intelligence, data availability and computing power enabl es the

solution might have.

most critical questions of companies and problems of the

development of new software. Software that is able to automate time

future. Findest

consuming tasks

technological concepts while taking into account the requirements the ideal

the brightest and t he brilliant. Fi ndest believes that this

exploring

Currently Findest is developi ng the semi-automated software that is already

challenges. T herefore, Findest have set a challengi ng goal

technological con cepts, requirement generation and requirement

able to explore technologi es from scientific articles in Nanotechnology,

to enable the realization of 10.000 innovations before

testing. Allowing to increase the innovation output of companies.

materials and semiconductors. Co ntact u s if you would like to explore

wants to contribute to solve these

like scientif ic search, pa tent search,

science for your technical challenges!

2027.

About the company
What Do we offer when?

Testing and
demonstrating
with users

Founded: T he start of 2017

2017

Contributed to the
realization of 10.000
innovations through Findest

Launch of semiautomated R&D
assistant

2019

2018

2020

2027

Location: Amsterdam
Personnel: 2fte, Roel Boekel & Vincent Franken
Website: www.findest.eu
Contact: +31(0)611246514

Start development
of SaaS R&D
assistant

R&D assistant
opens for first 3
users

Launch of completely
automated R&D
assistant

Roel Boekel, Vincent Franken, Demolab,
Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam
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SHHH - See How Households Hear
Noise Nuisance can be very frustrating, especially if you are the one who gets frustrated. Many times,
complaints about too much noise end in bad relationships between the opposing parties. In some cases
restaurants or bars even had to close down because of complaints.
This doesn’t need to be like this always. Although in the summer and in a city like Amsterdam, where people are
recreating and living right next to eachother, it is a big challenge, it is possible to handle this complex problem
with subtlety. The SHHH opens the dialogue between neighbors, bar owners, guests and bartenders. It’s a standalone plug-and-play product that is placed on a table or on a wall. It measures the sounds that’s being produced
at that spot.
It is calibrated on what the neighbors can hear inside their home. When a sound level is exceeded, the guests
receive a notification about their noise production. At the same time, the personnel inside the bar also
receives a notification. They can act accordingly. Every party in this complex problem is heared, so it will reduce
frustration and bad vibes right away!

Bauke Bakker, Orlando Cabanas, Roberto Pizato, Dion Gavriilidis,
Medialab Amsterdam
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Dual mode humidity sensing
The biggest challenge in materials science is the design of materials involving interplay and synergy between
multiple physical properties. These materials are an ideal platform for designing devices with
application in molecular sensing and switches. We develop hybrid inorganic-organic materials with combined
and tunable physical properties, e.g. optical and electrical. Our synthetic strategy involves the controlled assem‐
bly of metal ions and organic linkers to form three-dimensional porous networks. This enables the combination
within the same crystal lattice of porosity, optical and electrical properties, combination which is not possible in
the case of traditional materials, e.g. alloys, inorganic oxides or organic polymers.
Such advanced materials have the advantage of significantly low energy scale, synthetic flexibility, tunable struc‐
tural characteristics and therefore controllable properties. We use these materials to develop multifunctional
sensors. Early this year, we demonstrated that highly reliable dual-mode humidity sensing can be achieved using
a specifically designed porous inorganic-organic material. This material has a remarkable high chemical and
structural stability, a key requirement for practical application. We are now seeking collaborations to process
our material in an appropriate way that allows developing humidity sensors based on both optical and electrical
responses. This would open opportunities to design multifunctional sensing devices.
More details on our research can be found at: http://bit.ly/2riimRK

Stefania Grecea, Researcher, Faculty of Sciences,
Van ‘t Hoff Institute for Molecular Sciences
University of Amsterdam
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